
{p6} GIF Animation-final phase
Your final GIF solution will be turned in on your digital journal, during the start of  
surface studio. You will also need to have your .GIF file on your laptop.                                      
Title your .GIF file with your first name, crew, final GIF.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

Quick Critique on Laptops:                                                                                                       
MW Crew: M{11/23} @ 1:30pm; DJ deadline @ 9:30am                                                                         
PM Crew: M {11/23} @ 6pm; DJ deadline is the same, at 6pm                                                                                                 
TR Crew: T {11/24} @ 1:30pm; DJ deadline @ 9:30am                                                                             

Challenge:
Create an animated GIF using 24 frames of original imagery, that explores 
one of the concepts listed below in a visually interesting manner. In order to 
create one visually interesting & successfully paced GIF, you will need try 
several approaches & explore different techniques for making original 
imagery. Your .GIF file must be 300 X 400 pixel & remain under 900K. 
                                                                                                                                       
Choose ONE of the following Conceptual Themes for your GIF:
Pop Culture	 Outliers                             Utopia

Revolution                         Globalization                      Community

Choose ONE of the following Color Scheme Options for your GIF:
Triadic                 Complementary          Analogous            Tetradic

You are not limited to choosing the same conceptual theme or color scheme that 
you are currently working on in your StoryFLIP surface project, although you might 
find it helpful to link this space project to your surface project, either in color scheme 
and/or in conceptual theme. 

Objectives: 
+ Learn the skills necessary to create an animated GIF in Photoshop.
+ Adapt a concept & color scheme into a sequence of GIF images. 
+ Expand critical thinking, problem solving & comprehension skills. 
+ Work constructively & creatively within a deadline. 
+ Execute high quality craftsmanship using digital media.
+ Demonstrate technical skills needed to digitize and/or digitally manipulate 
original imagery. 
+ Create, edit & export files following set technical guidelines. 
 
Materials: 
Visual Journal, Digital camera or smartphone, MacBook Pro, Photoshop CC or CS6 
{in accordance with SHSU Laptop Initiative Policy} and your Digital Journal {USB 
flash drive}. There area many ways to create original imagery for this project, that 
may require a range of materials, depending on how you choose to approach this 
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animationaestheticsaction                  artist’s gaze
background/ vs. foreground
balance
composition
color
cropping
comic book
concept
duration		 	directional force
focal point
formal choices
GIF
narrative
inaction
informed artistic choices
movement
pacing
perspective
picture plane
repetition
rhythm
space
sequence
speed
time	 		 	tempo
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GIPHY.com
BuzzFeed.com
Wired. com
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project. Original imagery could be created by using cut-paper, puppetry, stop-
motion, claymation, hand-drawings/paintings, smartphone apps., and tablet 
drawings, just to name a few.                                                                                         
If you are unsure about your material choices, please ask.  

Items you can check out from WASH that might be helpful in this project:
- Digital Camera	 	 - iPhone flexible tripod
- Tripod	 	 	 - Light table & Elmo
- Clamp Lights  	 	 - Digital Projector

Grade Evaluation: 
Design + Concept + Craft + Presentation/Professionalism + Problem Solving/Process
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